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 online. So it is very necessary to buy Islam E-books on online websites. This online site offers the best books on Islam and is
one of the best sites that offers books on Islam in Pakistan. In order to get a good book on Islam, the person has to use the

search engine of the site to find the relevant book. This online site is not only limited to the books on Islam but also contains
thousands of books on Islam and different topics and issues. There are books on politics, economics, culture, and history. We
hope that all the students will use the online site to purchase the books on Islam. At this site, there are thousands of books that

are available on free of cost and without registration. There are some books that are in Urdu and some books that are in English.
If you are a student of Islam you must use the site to get the book and avoid wasting your time. In case you want to buy the

books on Islam online, you must use the search engine to find the relevant book. At this online site there are thousands of books
on Islam and different topics.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a zoom lens, a zoom method, and a video
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camera with which an object can be photographed in a magnified state. 2. Description of the Related Art Video cameras with
which image pickup systems for recording image data on video tapes and video disks are used are widely spread. Among these
video cameras, various zoom cameras are commercially available in which an object is photographed in a magnified state. For

this reason, such zoom cameras include zoom lenses having variable focal lengths, zoom methods for controlling the focal
lengths of these zoom lenses, and methods for controlling the angle of view of the image pickup systems. As zoom lenses used

in these zoom cameras, there are known positive lead type zoom lenses in which the refracting power of a first lens unit is
positive. As the zoom lens having this positive lead type, there is known, for example, a zoom lens disclosed in Japanese Patent

Application Laid-Open No. 2004-165342. In the positive lead type zoom lens, a lens unit having negative refracting power,
which is called a first lens unit, is disposed at the closest position to the object side. This first lens unit is moved to change the
magnification of the zoom lens. In the zoom lens disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2004-165342, the

first lens unit is composed of three 82157476af
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